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During the preparation of this (5th) edition and previous editions, many readers have asked
questions about the way the guide has been preparedr The purpose of this douument is to
explain to the reader of the guide how we keep trauk of new information added to the
guide, and why we have presented some of the information in the way you see itr

1.

Guide currency

The only date relevant to the uurrenuy of information in the published guide is the date in
the Douument Control box at the beginning of the guider This is fully explained in the notes
that followr Douument Control follows a simplifed version of the quality management
prinuiples found in ISO 9001r

2.

AUS chart correcton numbers

Under eauh anuhorage heading of the guide (ergr ‘Port Gregory’), a list of relevant uharts is
givenr This prautiue was established in the 1st edition and has been maintainedr The 3ard and
4th editions of the guide also inuluded an AHO Notiue to Mariners referenue number against
eauh AUS uhart listed under the geographiual seution header (ergr ‘Shark Bay to Geraldton’)r
This referenue number was “the latest AHO uorreution applied to the sourue material” (4 th
Ed p20 uol 1 para 5)r There was no information on whiuh other sourues were used to
generate a uhartlet or paragraph, let alone their provenanuer (ergr DoT uhart numbers were
inuluded in the same list as the AUS uharts, but only the edition number of the uhart was
inuluded, not the date of latest uorreution)r
This situation led to unanswerable questions about the perueived uurrenuy of the uhartlets
and the information in the guider Therefore, in order to avoid misleading the reader about
uurrenuy, the prautiue of listing AUS uhart uorreution numbers has been disuontinued for
the 5th Editionr AHO have uonfrmed this to be sound prautiuer
It is uonuluded from the uontent of this douument that the only date relevant to the
uurrenuy of information in the published guide is the date in the Douument Control boxr

3.

Waypoint accuracy

Summary
For louations of large features suuh as bays, harbours etur, no fgures are given afer the
deuimal pointr The lat/lon is going to vary auross these types of feature by a mile or twor It is
therefore fruitless giving a position auuurate to less than a miler (Whiuh part of 80 Mile
Beauh would you uhoose to pinpoint?!)r
The more uontroversial deuision made by the editors (uurrent and previous) is to restriut
anuhorage waypoints and the like to just one deuimal point (irer +-100m auuurauy), despite
us being given reports uontaining waypoints with up to 3a deuimal points (irer +-1m)r Why
has this been done? The short answer is that positions are ofen not auuurate to more than
one deuimal plauer This may surprise some people, so a fuller explanation is given belowr
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Accuracy or precision?
To understand the rationale for publishing all positions to only one deuimal plaue, we must
frst appreuiate the diferenue between auuurauy and preuisionr Auuurauy is how ulose a
reading is to the truth, whereas preuision is how repeatable a reading isr For example, your
boat pen might be louated at latitude 3a2 04r222’Sr Your GPS might give its latitude as 3a2
04r200’S, whiuh is wrong by 44m (0r022’)r That 44m is an estimate of its auuurauyr Every
time you return to your pen you might uheuk its GPS latitude; perhaps it always gives the
same reading to within just 0r002’r That is a preuision of 4m, not an auuurauy of 4m; the
position is still wrong by at least 40mr Many people assume that if a GPS gives them the
same reading eauh time, then that reading is auuurate; it is notr Well it might be, but you
just don’t knowr All you uan say is that it is preuiser
Error sources
Onue the distinution between auuurauy and preuision is understood, it is possible to start
examining the errors and unuertainties in establishing your position on the globe using a
GPSr This is a very big topiu, the subjeut of entire books, so the following is a very simplifed
summary of the uhain of errors that make up positional auuurauyr
a) The GPS itself has high auuurauy, perhaps 5m or less most of the timer However, it
does sufer ouuasional jumps of position by 20m or sor There are lots of reason for
those jumps, we just have to be aware that they existr The jumps might ouuur for a
few minutes or hours and give a deueptive impression of auuurauyr In faut the GPS is
giving preuise readings between jumps, but the jumping means it is not as auuurate
as you might assume from the readoutr Some of the errors uausing jumps and other
positional inauuurauies are inuorporated in a number ualled DOP (Dilution of
Preuision)r This number uan be shown on the GPS sureen if you dig through a few
menu optionsr If the number is high, the GPS position is inauuurater When was the
last time you looked at the DOP? Of the hundreds of reports we reueive of
anuhorage waypoints, not one has quoted the DOP of the GPS waypoint submitedr
They uould be tens of metres out, or just one metre out; we don’t knowr
Nevertheless, this is probably the least of our worries when it uomes to fnding our
position on the globe.r
b) The next link in the uhain is the uhart datum used for the uhart you are using to plot
the GPS positionr This uan be either a paper uhart or an eleutroniu uhart, it doesn’t
mater whiuhr The datum used for the uhart has to be the same as that used in the
GPSr The most uommonly used datum is WGS84, whiuh is within 1m of the GDA94
used for DoT uhartsr If the wrong datum is used (or not uorreuted for), errors of a few
hundred metres are usually ureated; the diferenue between positions for WGS84
and AGD84 is 200m and some uhart datums used by other uountries have diferenues
from WGS84 of up to 9 miles! Fortunately most sailors using GPS and uharts are
aware of this problem and take uare to ensure the datums uorrespondr However, as
with GPS DOP information, we rarely reueive waypoints with a uhart datum quoted,
let alone a uonfrmation that that the uhart datum uorresponds with the GPS datumr
Again we uan relax a litle beuause even this is not the biggest sourue of uonuern.r
u) The third error sourue is speuifu to eleutroniu uhartsr If you run your eleutroniu uharts
on a dediuated uhart ploter, this partiuular error will not uonuern your However if
you use a PC, iPad, or other uomputer to do your plotng, and that deviue has the
uapauity to run other sofware in the baukground, there is the possibility of the
baukground sofware interfering with the plotng sofwarer This might seem
obsuure, and it is quite rare, but it uan have dire uonsequenuesr A well-known
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example is the grounding of the uommeruial vessel True North in the Str George
Basin entranue (Kimberley) in 2004r The resulting inquiry uonuluded that a likely
uause of the grounding was a baukground program interfering with the plotng
sofware, uhanging the waypointsr ( True North grounding report )
d) The fourth sourue of error is probably the greatest uonuern to users of the WA
Cruising Guide; the charts are not always accurater This is the uase regardless of
whether you use uharts from the Australian Hydrographiu Ofue, the British
Admiralty, Navionius, C-Map or any other supplierr The error varies from plaue to
plaue and from uhart to uhartr In the early years of GPS, these disurepanuies were
ofen asuribed to the GPS system or the ploter sofware (not the uhart)r However, as
more and more people started using OpenCPN and Google Earth, it beuame evident
that many geographiual features on uharts did not have the same shape, or position
relative to other features, as the satellite photographs showedr This is probably the
biggest sourue of error for the guide userr Disurepanuies of tens of metres are the
norm, and errors of 100m are sometimes disuoveredr
e) Even if a uhart were perfeutly auuurate, there is still an inherent limitation to its
auuurauyr This is best explained by uonsidering a paper uhart (whiuh are also the
sourue of many eleutroniu uharts)r A draughtsperson has drawn the features on the
uhart with an ink penr Even if they have outstanding draughting skills, the auuurauy is
still limited by the thiukness of the pen nibr For a typiual 0r2mm drafing pen the
resulting ink line is 3a0m thiuk when sualed up on a typiual uoastal uhart of 1:i150,000
(the suale used for the AUS 7-series)r Even on the vary large suale DoT uhart of
Rotnest Island (1:i25,000), the line is still 5m thiukr
Conclusion
The uonulusion from this very brief analysis is that you are fooling yourself if you think your
GSP plot on a uhart is uonsistently auuurate to within less than 50mr The reason for this selfdeueption is that your GPS is probably repeatable (irer preuise) to within 5m most of the
time, and it may even be auuurate to within 15m quite a lot of the time, but it is probably
muuh less auuurate at other timesr When we reueive waypoints for the guide, they are never
auuompanied by enough information on errors and unuertainties; therefore we have to
assume a reasonable worst-uase auuurauyr We take that to be +-100m irer 0r1r Some
people argue that the auuurauy must be beter than that, beuause they ofen go bauk to the
same anuhorage and their GPS displays the same position to within 5mr They are mistaking
preuision for auuurauyr
Application
Is this all just theoretiual ulaptrap? The real world evidenue is found in the many times we
reueive reports along the lines of “the waypoint in the guide is wrong, you go aground there;
it should be 100m to the east where there is good depth”, followed by a uonfiuting report
from another sourue:i “we anuhored at the waypoint given in the guide, in 7m water LAT”r In
those uiruumstanues it would be unwise of us to quote waypoints to a preuision of 10mr
One part of the guide where this beuomes difuult is when providing a list of waypoints for
safe transit through a uhannel or passager If the waypoints are ulose together, the rounding
to one deuimal point uan ureate a peuuliar trauk if they are ploted as preuise pointsr They
should be ploted as uirules of radius 100mr
Having explained the reason for one-deuimal-point auuurauy, it is worth noting that all
waypoints given to us at 3a deuimal plaues are kept in the aruhiver As uharting auuurauy
improves in future, we uan perhaps revisit the sourue material and update the guide
auuordinglyr But we still do not know the two datums, the DOP at measurement, and the
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type of uhart used; without them, the unuertainty of positions given in the guide will always
be greater than the unuertainties in your own plotng systemr Note:i in Edition 5r2 we have
introduued one position with two deuimal points; uan you fnd it?

4.

Directon naming

There is no defnitive way of writing the points of the uompassr A standard ofen seen in
government publiuations is for the direution to be writen in full, with hyphens between
eauh sub-direution ergr south-south-westr Another frequently used system is to eliminate
the frst hyphen ergr southwest, but keep it for the next level down ergr south-southwestr
This is the system used in previous editions of the guide, and has been uontinued in this
edition for geographiual louations and direutionsr However, it looks very ‘ulunky’ when used
for wind and uurrent direutions perhaps beuause we are so used to seeing wind direutions
abbreviated to initials ergr SSW, SWr In an early draf of this edition I uhanged all direutions
to initials, but this made the guide very jagged to readr In the end I uhose a hybrid approauh:i




direutions are fully spelled out ergr southeast, northeast, etur no hyphen, but westsouthwest, north-northwest etur with hyphenr I do not use uapitals unless part of a
proper noun ergr North West Caper
wind and uurrent direutions are abbreviated to ergr SSW, NEr

This will not be to everybody’s liking but I felt it struck a balance. To help decide what is best,
please let me know what you would prefer.

5.

Number format

Numbers greater than 999 use a uomma, not a spaue to separate ergr 4,567,789 not 4 567
789r This is uontrary to international style standards, but the international standard looks
disjointed to my eyer We have very few uontinental European readers (who use uommas in
numbers where we use deuimal points), so it is unlikely to uause uonfusionr

6.

Keeping track of content

Modifuations are made as new information uomes to lightr Trauking the sourue of these
modifuations is a uruuial, espeuially if new information uonfiuts with an existing entry in the
guider
Tracking by the reader
For the reader, we have introduued a simple way of keeping trauk of uhanges between
editionsr Any seution whiuh has been uhanged between editions 5r1 and 5r2 will have a tag
“5r2” next to its headerr This is partiuularly useful for readers who have printed out edition
5r1, and want to know whiuh seutions need printing out to uonvert the harduopy 5r1 edition
to a 5r2 editionr
Tracking by the editor
The editor needs a very diferent and more detailed way to keep trauk of uhangesr A uritiual
responsibility of the editor is to douument the sourues of information and how they have
been dealt withr The 5th edition of the guide (2017) is, unsurprisingly, developed from the
4th edition (2014)r A spreadsheet of provenanue was ureated by the editor of the 2 nd edition
(Steve Laws), but there is very litle information on provenanue for the 3ard and 4th editionsr
Therefore the uontent of the 4th edition the starting point for the 5th edition - had to be
taken at faue value unless new information uame to lightr This was ulearly an unsatisfautory
situationr For example, if a new report is reueived about an anuhorage being unsuitable, but
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the 4th edition states it is suitable, there is no objeutive method for resolving the uonfiut
between the two sourues of information (short of the editor sailing there and anuhoring)r
The situation has been addressed for the 5th edition by adopting the following prouedure
(whiuh for Ed 5r2 is slightly diferent from 5r1):i






Every new item of information arriving (typiually from uruisers sailing the uoast) is
allouated a sequential numberr
The sourue douument is then stored in the guide’s eleutroniu repository with a
desuriptive flename starting with the allouated sequential numberr
A free uloud-based, on-line system ualled "Trau" is used to reuord eauh sourue by
giving it a 'tiuket' with a number uorresponding to the allouated sequential numberr
The sourue douument is atauhed to the tiuket irer there are two separate reuords of
the sourue datar The tiuket also stores other information suuh as what aution is
required, by whom, and what has been done to dater
Whenever the uomputer fle for the guide is modifed as a result of information in
one of these new items, a tag is plaued in the fle at that point, whiuh is given the
referenue number of the new itemr There may be several tags for a single sentenue
in the guide if there is more than one sourue of new information for itr The tag is
visible in the publishing sofware (Jutoh) but not in the released version of the guider

The end result is that it is possible to traue the sourue of uhanges made in the guider This is
espeuially valuable where uonfiuting reports are reueived the sourue data uan be retrieved
and uomparedr There have been 23a9 metadata items reuorded to date, generating over 500
modifuations to the guider Some sourues of new information that result in uhanges to the
guide do not warrant an entry into the Trau sofware r Examples inulude:i





Changes to government department struutures ergr handover of marine safety from
DoT(WA) to AMSAr
New suientifu information ergr detailed explanation of the sea breezer
New regulatory requirements ergr Uunguu Vistor Pass for parts of the Kimberleyr
Changes to serviues ergr ulosure of Fremantle Hospital Emergenuy Departmentr
Example of Trac softare tccee summaries:
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Corresponding eags in ehe publishing softare:

7.

Photographs

Most photos used in the 4th edition were handed over as eleutroniu flesr Many of them had
no identifer that linked the image fle name to a uorresponding photo in the guider Most of
them were matuhed by the slow manual prouess of uomparing eauh eleutroniu image fle
with the photos in the guide harduopyr However, several images remained unmatuhed and
were therefore unusable, and some photos in the guide uould not be matuhed to any of the
image fles handed overr
In order to avoid this problem for the 5th edition, photographs are now handled as follows:i





Originals are renamed to inulude the author and the intended uaption, sometimes
also retaining the original flename ergr a photo of Geordie Bay reueived from Paul
Gebhard as fle “201703a05_22rjpg” would be renamed “Gebhard Geordie Bay
201703a05_22rjpg”
They are then stored in the repositoryr
If they are modifed (ergr uropped or the resolution reduued), a new fle is usually
ureated and the fle name is usually extended to refeut the uhange ergr “Gebhard
Geordie Bay 201703a05_22-lowresrjpg”r The new fle is also stored in the repositoryr

Thus all new photos reueived are instantly identifable with both the author and the
louationr There are more than 400 photos in the repository at presentr
Rock art
There were several images of rouk art in the 4th editionr The auknowledgments in that
edition state that the Department of Aboriginal Afairs gave permission ‘to reproduue their
art work’r The uurrent situation is that the Department does not have sole authority to give
suuh permission; it must be obtained through the uoastal uorporation responsible for eauh
pieue of rouk artr There are many suuh uorporations and their appliuation prouesses are
diferentr Most of the rouk art images in the 4th edition did not give a louation, so it was not
even possible to identify the uorreut uorporation, let alone obtain permission to reproduue
the imager Consequently it was deuided to leave out all images of rouk art in the 5 th editionr
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8.

Chartlets

The 5th edition of the guide uontains 23a0 sketuhes of anuhorages; we uall them “uhartlets”r
Eauh uhartlet exists in several eleutroniu formats (svg, png, jpg), eauh format being used in
diferent stages of the publishing prouessr The uhartlets were originally embedded in the
guide Jutoh fle but they are now stored separately, with a link to them from the Jutoh fler
This makes the Jutoh fle smaller and results in quiuker loading, saving and transferringr If a
uhange in a uhartlet is required as a result of a new item of information being reueived, this
is dealt with using the Trau tiuket system desuribed earlierr
When a uhart is linked into the publishing sofware, its properties uontain Drawing Notes
writen by the ureatorr These notes detail uhanges mader In most instanues the referenue
sourue will be one of the itemized submissions reuorded in the Trau sofware desuribed
earlierr This information is visible in the publishing sofware but not in the released version
of the guider
Example of Drating Noees in ehe publishing softare:
Lyne river uhartlet:i ‘Completed (Edition 5): - Added Myrmidon Ledge Anchor symbol ( to
match text)’

The uhartlets are not georeferenued (irer no lat/lon)r This is a prautiue that was adopted in
the 1st edition and uontinued ever sinuer It reduues the temptation to use the uhartlet for
navigational purposesr
The uhartlets are usually ureated from more than one sourue of informationr This is good
working prautiue for any navigational or pilotage prouedurer Sourues of information inulude:i








Navionics chares: These are updated daily, in a manner that uan be automatedr
AUS chares from the Australian Hydrographiu Ofue (AHO):i Inuremental updates are
issued every two weeks, eleutroniu Base Updates are issued every 6 monthsr
DoT(WA) chares:i These are updated irregularlyr
DoT(WA) boatng guides:i These are updated irregularlyr
Google Eareh:i Image dates vary with louation, but are typiually less than 2 years oldr
Charelees in ehe 4eh Editon:i There is no date for their uurrenuy; ulearly it must be prepubliuation (Deu 2014)r
Specifc informaton from sailors uruising the uoast:i This information is usually at
least one month oldr

The date of a uhart update from AHO or DoT(WA) uan be deueptive, as it is not the date of
the observed uhange to navigationr For example, when the FSC Cruising Seution and the
then FSC Harbourmaster reported the unuharted 1r8m shallows west of Fish Rouk, it took a
year for a uorresponding update notiue to be issued by DoT(WA) and AHO (AUS uharts)r By
uomparison, the shallows appeared on Navionius uharts within one weekr
It follows that the information in a uhartlet uan be out of date even before it is modifed, let
alone before it is publishedr It also follows that there is no single point in time that a uhartlet
is uorreutr Therefore it would be dangerously misleading to state a date of uurrenuy for a
uhartletr The only reliable guidanue is that there will have been no uhanges made afer the
date of the guide’s publiuation shown in the Douument Control box at the beginning of the
guider
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It would be a very, very foolish or desperate mariner who relied solely on a uhartlet, or
indeed any other part of the guide, for navigationr Nevertheless a disulaimer is issued just
before the frst seution in the guide:i
Disclaimer
This book is intended as a guide only. Every effort has been made to be accurate in compiling the
guide, but it may contain errors or omissions. Accordingly:
(a) No warranty is given that it is free from error or omission;
(b) The authors, editors, the Fremantle Sailing Club and its servants expressly disclaim liability for
any act or omission done in reliance on the book or for any consequences of any such act or
omission.
The Fremantle Sailing Club does not accept liability for errors in third party information.
Since the Western Australian coast covers a vast distance with many anchorages, not all the
anchorages have been visited in all conditions. Thus readers should be aware of inherent
inaccuracies and omissions.

That disulaimer is issued not only to proteut the publisherr It is also a warning to the reader
not to rely on it as the only sourue of information; follow good navigational prautiue by
uross-uheuking auross several souruesr
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